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Abstract
 

The purpose of this study is to investigate how corpus-based exercises can help students improve their
 

writing accuracy. Two groups of technical writing students at a Japanese university used both
 

paper-based and computer-based corpus exercises to explore specific writing conventions and sentence
 

fluency in science and engineering corpora. Noun phrases in pre- and post-writing samples were
 

compared,and student feedback on the use and usefulness of corpora was collected and analyzed.The
 

efficacy and efficiency of a corpus-based approach in engaging students and stimulating learning is
 

discussed,and practical suggestions for using this approach in the classroom are profiled.
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１.Introduction

 

The use of corpora and corpus tools are gaining
 

ground in L2 classrooms and have been shown to be
 

effective (Kennedy & Miceli, 2001;Hunston, 2002;

Bernardini, 2004;Granath, 2009 ;Nishigaki et al.,

2010) . In addition, a number of concordance

-informed approaches to English for Specific
 

Purposes (ESP) essay writing have been reported.

Thurstun and Candlin (1998) used a concordancing
 

program to teach academic English;Weber (2001)

used concordances to teach law undergraduates to
 

write formal legal essays;Chang & Kuo (2011)

developed online teaching materials for writing
 

research articles for computer science graduate
 

students;and Chujo & Oghigian (2008) used
 

corpus-based exercises successfully for teaching basic
 

grammar (noun and verb phrases) to beginner level
 

engineering students.Interestingly,Flowerdew found

 

that science and engineering students were generally
 

more successful and more easily engaged with using
 

corpora than business students who had more
 

difficulty with both the software and the concept

(2001:376) . Targeting science and engineering
 

students,Oghigian & Chujo (2010) and Oghigian &

Chujo (2011) developed a series of computer-and
 

paper-based corpus science writing exercises focused
 

on grammar basics such as the construction of noun
 

phrases and verb phrases and reported overall positive
 

course evaluations from students.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the efficacy
 

of using computer-based and paper-based corpus
 

tasks to improve specific writing aspects such as the
 

accurate production of noun phrases, and to report
 

student feedback on the use of corpora and tasks.This
 

paper describes a university-based technical writing
 

case study in the first section,giving a description of
 

the background of the writing course,the participants,

the corpora used and specific types of tasks
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completed.The following section provides details on
 

the analysis of noun phrases in pre-and post-writing
 

samples and the feedback given on an end of term
 

questionnaire.The final section provides a discussion
 

on the effectiveness of these types of tasks, and
 

suggests future modifications.

２.Case Study

 

In this article, we report a case study to teach
 

academic writing to undergraduate science and
 

engineering students.Technical Writing 1(TW1)and
 

Technical Writing 2(TW2)are one-semester courses
 

open to all third and fourth year undergraduate
 

students in science and engineering at Waseda
 

University. These are the first  writing-focused
 

courses offered in the science and engineering English
 

program, although students in the first year write
 

lecture summaries as part of a note-taking course,

and second year students do a written research project
 

as part of a concept building and discussion course.

Technical Writing 1 is offered only in the spring
 

semester;Technical Writing 2 is offered only in the
 

fall semester.Students are not required to take TW1
 

before they take TW2 but this is strongly encouraged.

Although these are elective courses, students need
 

additional English credits and many register for at
 

least one or the other.

The goal of TW1 is for students to write a general
 

2,000-word paper in English, using IEEE (The
 

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc.,

http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/

publications/authors/author tools.html) cited and
 

referenced secondary sources and following  a
 

template of title, affiliation, abstract, keywords,

introduction, method, results, discussion and
 

references. The IEEE formatting style is similar to
 

APA style (American Psychological Association,

http://www.apastyle.org/), and is often used in
 

science and engineering. The goal of TW2 is for
 

students to write a specialized (technical)2,000-word
 

research-based article that follows the submission
 

guidelines of a target journal.

2.1 Technical Writing 2
 

This case study is based on two TW2 classes held in
 

the fall of 2010.The classes met weekly for 90 minutes
 

for a total of 15 weeks for one semester. The class
 

was lecture-based, meaning that during class time
 

students took notes or followed written material
 

about  understanding  research and the purpose,

structure, organization, flow and style of research
 

papers. In addition to constructing their own papers
 

over the course of the term by identifying a topic,

scope,method and significance,and developing their
 

ideas using an outline, they completed weekly
 

homework tasks.The goal of the homework was for
 

students to begin to explore technical vocabulary
 

related to their topics,to observe these in corpora and
 

to develop original sentences using common noun,

verb and prepositional phrases that they observed.

2.2 Participants
 

A total of 14 students in the two classes had Test of
 

English for International Communication (TOEIC)

scores varying from 430 to 945;varying prior writing

 

Table 1 TW2 Students in Groups Showing TOEIC Scores and Departments
 

Groups  Student  TOEIC  Department
 

S1  945  computer science
 

S2  900  photonic& electronic systems
 

A  S3  900  applied mathematics
 

S4  750  resources& environmental engineering
 

S5  705  intellectual property engineering
 

S6  600  civil engineering
 

S7  595  civil engineering
 

B  S8  555  photonic& electronic systems
 

S9  500  civil engineering
 

S10  430  civil& environmental engineering
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experience,meaning some took TW1 in the previous
 

semester and some did not;varying ability in writing,

meaning some students were able to construct
 

well-formed sentences and paragraphs and some were
 

not;and varying ability in listening and speaking,

meaning some were fluent or nearly fluent and others
 

had difficulty discussing their topics with the teacher
 

in class in English.In order to minimize the number of
 

variables and isolate the potential effect of the corpus
 

tasks, only data from ten students who had taken
 

TW1 in the previous semester were included.Students
 

in Group A had advanced level TOEIC scores (705

-945). Students in Group B had intermediate level
 

TOEIC scores (430-600). The students, listed as S1

～S10,their TOEIC scores and their departments are
 

shown in Table 1.All students were male except for
 

one female(S2).

2.3 Corpora and Corpus Tools
 

Students were taught how to use three online
 

corpora (2.3.1,2.3.2,and 2.3.3)on the first day of the
 

course and were taught to use a software-based
 

corpus tool(2.3.4)toward the end of the semester.The
 

three corpora are all free and web-based;the corpus
 

tool is a free downloadable software program.These
 

are Exemplar (http://www.springerexemplar.com/),

The Corpus of Contemporary American English

(COCA) (http://www.americancorpus.org/), the
 

Professional English Research Consortium (PERC)

(http://www.corpora.jp/ perc04/), and Antconc

(http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html).

Students were introduced to more than one corpus
 

because some corpora are easier to use than others,so
 

more advanced students had additional options, and
 

all students could chose the corpus that seemed most
 

relevant to their fields and topics.

2.3.1 Exemplar
 

This is a corpus and concordance tool.The corpus
 

is based on over five million science books and journal
 

articles, and specific sub-corpora can be chosen by
 

subject or publication type so that search terms
 

appear in more appropriate contexts.The language of
 

the concordance lines is technical. The purpose of
 

using this tool was to look at the search term in a
 

truncated context and identify common collocates,for
 

example, articles or the absence of articles, and
 

common prepositions,adjectives,and adverbs.

2.3.2 COCA
 

COCA is also a corpus and concordance tool and is

 

based on 425 million words of general American
 

English. Although not based entirely on technical
 

journal articles and books, this tool allows users to
 

choose a specific register,for example,to search and
 

show results and concordance lines from only
 

academic sources. In addition, it is possible to do
 

simple wildcard searches on COCA.This means that it
 

is possible to search for specific words or specific
 

types of words appearing before or after the search
 

term. For example, a search term of term will
 

result in a list of phrases showing one word before and
 

one word after the term. For example, a search of

calculate will give a list of phrases including to
 

calculate the,to calculate how,and to calculate a.

2.3.3 PERC
 

PERC is a 17 million word corpus and concordance
 

tool and is free to registered users.Like Exemplar,it
 

also based on technical science and engineering
 

documents,has high level language,and offers users
 

the option of choosing 22 sub-corpora.For example,if
 

searched only in a civil engineering sub-corpus, the
 

words and phrases produced to the left and right of
 

the keyword (KWIC:keyword in context)are more
 

applicable and therefore more readily understandable
 

examples for the civil engineering students. Like
 

COCA,it is possible to do wildcard searches.

2.3.4 Antconc
 

The corpus tool shown to students was Antconc,

which is a tool only;users must upload their own
 

corpora.This program was demonstrated to students
 

in a computer room and they were given a mini corpus
 

to upload and search.

2.4 Tasks
 

Seven grammar-based homework tasks were given
 

during the first eight weeks;in the latter half of the
 

term, students were focused on developing drafts of
 

their papers. Of the seven tasks, three were
 

computer-based corpus activities and two were
 

paper-based.Each task was given on a worksheet and
 

these were collected,corrected and returned but were
 

not graded. Students received specific feedback on
 

writing errors,and the teacher was able to assess each
 

student’s strengths and areas for improvement.

2.4.1 Computer-based Corpus Tasks
 

The first task was to write down ten technical
 

words and search these in a corpus to observe and
 

record collocates. The purpose of this exercise was
 

for students to begin to collect technical vocabulary in
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their fields and to understand what articles are used,

and how these words commonly appear in noun(NP),

verb(VP),and prepositional phrases(PP).An example
 

of this task is shown in Table 2,and a screenshot of
 

the Exemplar corpus showing global warming as the

 

KWIC is shown in Fig.1.The examples reflect types
 

of responses from students in various departments;

the actual student work would show a list of related
 

terms specific to their fields and research topics.

In the second task,students searched these same(or

 

Table 2 Task 1:Exploring Technical Vocabulary in a Corpus,with Sample Answers.

technical term  collocates
 

1

 

2

 

3

 

4

 

Fig.1 A Screenshot of global warming as a KWIC Using the Exemplar Corpus
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additional)nouns to observe these words used in noun
 

phrases. On a worksheet, they wrote a common or
 

useful NP and then wrote an original sentence using
 

that NP. They were asked for four NPs and
 

sentences. In the third task, students were asked to
 

search for verb phrases and write original sentences

 

using these VPs.Examples for the NP task are shown
 

in Fig.2;a corresponding corpus screen shot is
 

shown in Fig.3.Examples for the VP task are shown
 

in Fig.4;a corresponding corpus screen shot is
 

shown in Fig.5.

Fig.2 Task 2:Observing and Using NPs,with Sample Answers

 

Fig.3 A Screenshot of a Search for traffic［n ］in the COCA Corpus,with NP Results and Concordance Lines
 

for traffic congestion
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2.4.2 Paper-based Corpus Tasks
 

There were two paper-based tasks. In the first,

students studied a list of 30 research paper titles.They
 

were first asked to identify three hanging style titles,

and to circle or highlight three NP＋PP style titles,

and three VP＋PP style titles.Next,they were asked
 

to create titles for two short research descriptions.

Finally,they were asked to write three titles for their

 

own papers,using each style(hanging,NP＋PP,VP＋

PP).A worksheet showing sample answers is given in
 

Fig.6,and the worksheet showing the titles is shown
 

in Fig.7.

In the second paper-based task,students looked at
 

two sets of printed concordance lines from the COCA
 

corpus.The first showed results for the purpose of this
 

and the second showed results for in this paper.For

 

Fig.4 Task 3:Observing and Using VPs,with Sample Answers

 

Fig.5 A Screenshot of clearly［v ］in the COCA Corpus Showing a List of VPs and Concordance Lines for
 

clearly defined
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the first set of concordance lines,students were asked
 

to observe what noun or noun phrase followed the
 

determiner this and to write several examples found
 

on the list. For example, these included this article,

this forum, this study, this essay, this paper,and this
 

research.Second,they were asked to observe the verb
 

phrases which followed the noun or noun phrase noted
 

earlier. Examples included to briefly describe, to
 

provide, to examine, to determine, to show, and to
 

analyze. Looking at the second list of printed

 

concordance lines, they observed the subjects and
 

verbs that followed in this paper.These included:In
 

this paper,I discuss … ;In this paper, we argue that

… ;and In this paper, we report on …. Finally,

students were asked to write two statements of intent
 

for their papers,one using in this paper and one using
 

the purpose of this.Portions of the task worksheet are
 

shown in Fig.8, and excerpts from one of the two
 

paper-based concordance lines are shown in Fig.9.

Fig.6 Task 4:Observing NPs,VPs,and PPs in Titles,with Sample Answers

 

Fig.7 Task 4,List of Titles with Sample Answers(Hanging Style Titles Underlined;NPs＋PPs in Bold;VPs
 

in Italics)
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2.5 Data Collection
 

There were two goals for this study.The first was
 

to isolate one writing aspect (NPs)and measure the
 

effectiveness of the corpus tasks through an analysis
 

of the total number of NPs used versus the number

 

used correctly in pre-and post-writing samples.The
 

second was to obtain feedback from students on their
 

perceptions of the usefulness of the corpora and the
 

corpus tasks.

Fig.9  Task 6:Printed Concordance Lines Showing in this paper Given as a Paper-based Task

 

Fig.8 Task 5:Examples of Statements of Intent
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３.Results and Discussion

3.1 Analysis of NPs
 

All participants submitted their TW1 final papers
 

at the beginning of the course to be used as
 

pre-writing samples.At the end of the course, their
 

final TW2 papers were used as post-writing samples.

The titles, introduction sections and statements of
 

intent in student drafts generally received a lot of
 

teacher feedback and correction, so these were not
 

included as writing samples for the analysis.Not all
 

students included abstracts so these were discounted
 

as well. In order to use comparable samples, the
 

analysis focused on the Method section(usually one or
 

two paragraphs in total)and the first paragraph only
 

of the Results section.Some targeted journals require
 

that the Results and Discussion sections be combined,

so by limiting the sample to the first paragraph,only

“results”type of information is given.

The operational definition of a noun phrase was
 

taken from the Longman Grammar of Spoken and
 

Written English as“a noun as a head,either alone or
 

accompanied by determiners and modifiers”(Biber et
 

al.,1999) .In the analysis,first all noun phrases in the
 

method and results paragraphs were identified with
 

highlighting.Next, a check mark was placed above

 

each correctly written NP,or a bracket was placed
 

around each incorrectly written NP. An NP was
 

counted as incorrect if the article, preposition,

adjective, conjunction, plural/singular  form,

capitalization and/or spelling were incorrect,or if the
 

noun given was the wrong form or wrong word.Each
 

NP was counted as correct or incorrect only once
 

regardless of the number of errors it contained. In
 

addition,each noun phrase is counted separately,for
 

example two prepositional phrases such as［for the
 

length］［of time］,and nouns joined by a conjunction
 

would be counted separately, for example,［Fig.1］

［and Fig.2］. Table 3 shows patterns of NPs and
 

correct and incorrect examples.

3.2 NP Analysis Results and Discussion
 

Table 4 shows the data for the pre- and
 

post-writing samples for Group A.The numbers in the

“Pre-” and “Post-” columns are the number of
 

correctly written NPs in the sample divided by the
 

total number of NPs, and this is expressed as a
 

percentage in final column.From this table,first we
 

can see that the overall percentages for the correct
 

use of NPs for the advanced students is generally
 

quite high;nearly all students are writing NPs with
 

at least 90% accuracy;and the average number of
 

NPs students used increased slightly. Three of five
 

students showed modest gains.Interestingly,the two

 

Table 3 Noun Phrase Patterns with Incorrect and Correct Examples
 

NP Pattern  Incorrect Example  Correct Example
 

1 ［art＋adj＋n］ ［a central ideas］ ［the central idea］

2 ［prep＋art＋n］ ［in the slope］ ［on the slope］

3 ［prep＋n］［prep＋n］ ［in the end］［of the year］ ［at the end］［of the year］

4 ［n］［conj＋n］ ［Table 1］［and table 2］ ［Table 1］［and Table 2］

5 wrong word (ww) ［these problems］...［it］ ［these problems］...［they］

6 word form (wf) ［the necessarily］ ［the necessity］

Table 4 Results for NP Analyses of Pre-and Post-Writing Samples from Group A
 

Pre-Writing Sample
 

correct NPs total NPs %Correct
 

Post-Writing Sample
 

correct NPs total NPs %Correct  
Gains

 

S1  76  79  96% 57  61  93% －3%

S2  87  91  96% 87  92  95% －1%

S3  90  97  93% 79  84  94% ＋1%

S4  124  130  95% 91  95  96% ＋1%

S5  135  156  87% 80  90  89% ＋2%

Average  102  111  92.6% 79  84  93.4% 0%
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top students in the class (S1 and S2)both made more
 

errors in the TW2 paper than in their TW1 papers.A
 

closer examination of the errors revealed that S1

(TOEIC 945) failed to capitalize the word Internet
 

twice, had one wrong word (a great number of
 

information instead of a great deal of information)

and made an article error in a fourth NP (a journal
 

articles) which is likely to be a careless mistake.

Although the paper written by S2 (TOEIC 900)was
 

also a high level paper, she made two errors in a
 

prepositional phrases (the data of the number of
 

patients instead of the data for the number of patients,

and by the keywords instead of using the keywords),

she capitalized semiconductor twice unnecessarily,

and omitted an article(The part of the brain damaged
 

by Alzheimer’s disease and semiconductor memory
 

both function as a memory so there is［a］possibility
 

that ...). In both cases, the subtlety of the language
 

choice reflects the difficulty that more advanced level
 

writing students(and L1 students)face,which is often
 

conciseness, avoiding redundancy, and word choice,

particularly with easily confused words  and
 

cultural-based concepts.

With regard to Group B, three of the five
 

intermediate level students showed reasonable gains,

with S7 showing a dramatic gain of 25%, and S10
 

showing no gains or losses(Table 5).In contrast to the
 

way that advanced level students have more difficulty
 

showing improvement in higher level subtle language
 

use, intermediate level students can more easily
 

improve writing by correcting articles, prepositions,

spelling,and capitalization.Overall,the student gains
 

suggest that the corpus-based activities may be
 

useful.

3.3 Questionnaire
 

A one-page questionnaire in English was given to
 

the seven participants in Groups A and B who

 

attended the final class of the semester. The
 

questionnaire contained 18 Likert-scale questions and
 

three open questions.The questions asked students for
 

general feedback about the course, their perceptions
 

of improvement in their writing ability, if they
 

thought the computer-based tasks and paper-based
 

tasks were useful, and their perceptions of the
 

corpora.Given the small number of participants who
 

completed the questionnaire, using percentages to
 

represent  totals may be misleading ; therefore
 

responses are given in actual numbers,and these are
 

shown in Table 6 and Table 7. Table 6 shows the
 

results related to the students’feedback to the
 

grammar tasks using corpora. In Table 7, the
 

students’feedback on using particular corpora and
 

their impression of using corpora in general are
 

shown.

Student perceptions of the computer-based corpus
 

tasks in questions 1-3 were nearly evenly divided
 

between “yes/mostly”and “so-so.”This result is
 

somewhat  surprising  and the rather lukewarm
 

reaction may be that the computer-based exercises
 

required much more time to complete, and that
 

students had to directly interface with both computers
 

and software. This speculation is supported by
 

students’more positive responses to the paper-based
 

corpus tasks (questions 4 and 5)in which all students
 

responded with“yes”or“mostly.”

Many students seemed to like the COCA corpus
 

more than Antconc (questions 1 and 2);this may be
 

because Antconc requires that the corpus be uploaded,

and the mini sample corpora given to them during the
 

demonstration lesson was not pertinent to most
 

students’topics.Finally,as indicated by responses to
 

questions 3 and 4,the fact that most students reported
 

they would or might explore other language issues
 

they were curious about is hopeful,as is the idea that

 

Table 5 Results for NP Analyses of Pre-and Post-Writing Samples from Group B
 

Pre-Writing Sample
 

correct NPs total NPs %Correct
 

Post-Writing Sample
 

correct NPs total NPs %Correct  
Gains

 

S6  55  86  64% 46  67  69% ＋5%

S7  31  58  53% 47  60  78% ＋25%

S8  22  32  69% 112  152  74% ＋5%

S9  61  81  75% 56  70  80% ＋5%

S10  52  62  84% 103  122  84% 0
 

Average  44  64  69.0% 73  94  77.0% ＋8%
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students would use corpora again in the future for
 

improving their writing.

Students’written comments about the corpora and
 

corpus tasks were generally favourable. Two
 

advanced level students commented that it was
 

useful;four remarked that the corpora and tasks
 

were the most difficult part of the course. Another
 

advanced level student suggested that all classes be
 

held in a computer room,but this is not recommended
 

because of the difficulty in engaging all students’

attention to the lecture and away from the computer
 

screens when these are not being used.

４.Conclusion

 

Because of the small number of participants and
 

great number of variables involved,such as variations
 

in writing, and speaking, listening ability, no broad
 

conclusions are drawn about the use of corpora in
 

writing for science and engineering ;however, the
 

modest gains made by most students and their
 

generally favourable feedback suggest that the use of
 

corpora in this context was successful. The more
 

positive response to paper-based corpus tasks

 

Table 6 Questionnaire Responses from Students Regarding Corpus-Based Grammar Tasks

 

Questionnaire Items  Questionnaire Responses
 

yes  mostly so-so not really  no
 

1. Searching for technical words in my field
 

on the COCA website was useful.

(Grammar Task 1)

2  2  3  0  0

 

2. Searching  a corpus for NPs using
 

technical words in my field and writing
 

practice sentences was useful.

(Grammar Task 2)

2  3  2  0  0

 

3. Searching  a corpus for VPs using
 

technical words in my field and writing
 

practice sentences was useful.

(Grammar Task 3)

2  3  2  0  0

 

4. Looking at a list of titles helped me to
 

write my title.

(Grammar Task 6)

2  5  0  0  0

 

5. Looking at a list of statements of intent
 

helped me to write my statement of
 

intent.

(Grammar Task 7)

3  4  0  0  0

 

Table 7 Questionnaire Responses from Students Regarding Using Corpora

 

Questionnaire Items  Questionnaire Responses
 

yes  mostly so-so not really  no
 

1. Learning how to use the COCA corpus
 

was useful.
4  2  1  0  0

 

2. Learning how to use Antconc was useful. 0  4  2  1  0
 

3. I used a corpus to look for additional
 

writing aspects I was curious about.
2  1  4  0  0

 

4. I might use a corpus in the future to
 

improve my writing.
2  3  2  0  0
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compared to the computer-based corpus tasks is
 

echoed in O’Keeffe and Farr (2003:411) who
 

suggest that presenting students with paper-based
 

tasks first so that they can focus on the task instead
 

of the computer and software has been more
 

successful.Further modifications will be made for the
 

2011 TW2,including refining instructions to students,

using paper-based tasks for the initial corpus tasks
 

before introducing computer-based tasks, using a
 

computer classroom for students to learn how to use
 

the COCA,PERC and Exemplar corpora rather than
 

demonstrating these, teaching students how to use
 

Antconc earlier in the term so that more advanced
 

level students can create their own corpora, and
 

obtaining immediate feedback from students for each
 

task in the form of one additional question at the end
 

of each task worksheet. Future studies may also
 

include analyses of the use of other language forms
 

such as verb phrases,hedging and transitions.
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コーパスを活用した理工系英語のライティング

キャサリン・オヒガン，中條清美

概 要

本研究はコーパスを活用した理工系英語のライティングの指導に関する実証的研究である。指導前と指導

後に書いた作文を比較し，その指導効果について 察を行った。被験者は理工系の大学３，４年生10名であ

り，週１回90分の英作文授業を15週間実施した。教材として，コンピュータ上でコーパスの検索結果を確

認しながら発見学習を進めるタスク (computer-based corpus exercises)と，検索結果を紙に印刷したものを

観察しながら発見学習を進めるタスク (paper-based corpus exercises)の２種類を用いた。指導前と指導後

の作文を，名詞句の使用に焦点を当てて分析するとともに，コーパスの使用に関する学習者のフィードバッ

クを収集した。コーパスを活用した指導法の効果に関する検討がなされ，今後のコーパスの教育利用に関す

る具体的な提言がなされた。

キーワード：アカデミック・ライティング，コンコーダンシング，コーパス分析，特定目的のための英語，

テキスト分析
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